Washington, March 31—Forecast for Boston and vicinity. Thursday unset.

There are at present many men working and experimenting with gyroscopes and among the most prominent of those is the German gymnast, Dr. Otto Schlicht. He has carried on many experiments using gyroscopes to steady ships and he has had most satisfactory results. The German government allowed him to use for his experiments a boat some 125 feet long and which was intended because of its swaying rolling in rough water. But with Mr. Schlicht's gyroscope in position and by causing precession to take place the ship was almost instantly righted and kept in an upright position. Mr. Schlicht has also had the backing of the Hamburg-American line and has made many important experiments on their ships.

The use of the gyroscopes in the merchant railroad is a necessity and its use on board ship will eliminate all rocking from side to side of the ship, at the same time the vessel will not be allowed to ship seas.

Mr. Speyer showed some very interesting slides and also a type of gyroscope used by himself to steady ships.

New York, March 31—Frau will probably be selected as the place for 1910, the date of which has been set for Oct. 22 by the board of governors of the Aero Club of America.
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